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INTRODUCTION
A quantitative analysis of sedimentary rocks with possible present or past petroleum-generating capability is based on the collection of large numbers of rock samples. The need to manage a high volume of data generated thereby was the impetus for the Source_rx computer program. This program provides a format for data storage, a retrieval routine with listings that reflect stratigraphic ordering, basic statistics, and plots of selected variables. It is currently available on the U.S. Geological Survey Honeywell Multics system at Denver in the FORTRAN V language.
This paper includes a discussion of sample data input and output, a summary of program functions, instructions for program execution, and a copy of the documented program. It is directed towards two interests: first, toward the person who uses data similar to Source_rx data; and second, toward the person who is looking for an example of this type of Multics utilization.
INPUT
Most Source_rx data are numeric, but special codes are employed for non-numeric data such as formation name and lithology. The American Petroleum Institute (1970) state codes are used. The data format was designed to be compact and easy for both the programmer and the computer to utilize. A data file can be created in a reasonable time frame. For example, inputting 200 samples with 18 variables each requires approximately 16 man-hours.
Data are divided into three types:
(1) Locality (2) Sample (3) Comment Tables 1 and 2 list the variables related to localities and samples, respectively.
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Query user for type of data write(42,610) >10 format (Ix,"Enter data type code"/1x,"Mixed data = O"/ &lx,"Point locality data only = l"/lx,"For test enter 0") read (41,620) idata >20
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